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In his philosophical meditations, Andreas Weber deepens the recent scientific advances toward a new systemic understanding of life by inventing them with a vital emotional dimension—An important and inspiring book!

—FRITJOF CAPRA, author of The Web of Life, coauthor of The Systems View of Life

“An erotic ecology is an indispensable voice in ecological and philosophical thought. With fearlessly probity and autobiographical intimacy, Matter and Desire composes the symphonic grand design of desire, relationships, the metaphysics of the body—and much more…. This is a timeless yet urgent, and splendid book.”

—HOWARD NORMAN, author of I Hate To Leave This Beautiful Place

“An erotic ecology is the best medicine I know for a culture benumbed by dead-end pursuits. Pulsing with life, his work delivers us from the centuries-long dichotomies between mind and matter that have robbed us of vitality, joy, and true purpose.”

—JOANNA MACY, author of Coming Back to Life

“A slow tidal wave of change is gathering force and will take us beyond the mechanistic world of Newton toward one of becoming. Andreas Weber’s Matter and Desire is a passionate evocation of intermingled life surging. He writes with the poetry, care, and insight that urges us forward.”

—DAVID BOLLIER, author of Think Like a Commoner

“When Andreas Weber looks on a meadow, he sees ‘part of our body, folded outward, ready to be strolled through.’ The ocean’s tides are ‘the way the Earth perceives the moon,’ and gravitation is ‘the Earth’s tender longing for us.’ With such graceful, lucid lines Weber invites us to see a world filled with delight and one that yearns, as we do, for contact: the erotics of encounter. . . . Matter and Desire composes the principles of erotic connection that lie at the heart of life on Earth. . . . Be prepared for a bracing adventure!”

—STUART KAUFFMAN, professor emeritus, biophysics, University of Pennsylvania; and MacArthur Fellow

“With a dazzling blend of biological rigor and poetic grace, Andreas Weber explains the principles of erotic connection that lie at the heart of life on Earth . . . Be prepared for a bracing adventure!”

—JOHN ELDER, Foreword by

“In his philosophical meditations, Andreas Weber deepens the recent scientific advances toward a new systemic understanding of life by inventing them with a vital emotional dimension. . . An important and inspiring book!”
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